14th Annual PNT Symposium • October 27-28, 2020 • Webinar

Hosts
- Leo Hollberg
- Tom Langenstein
- Sherman Lo
- Brad Parkinson
- Todd Walter

Schedule
**Invited Presentations Only**
- **Tuesday, October 27** 8:00am - 12:00 noon, PDT
- **Wednesday, October 28** 8:00am - 12:00 noon, PDT

Invited Speakers and Tentative Titles
- **Col Ryan Colburn** — Update on GPS Program
- **Pacôme Delva** — Relativity and GALILEO
- **Sarah Houts** — Highway Driving RTK Dataset for Testing Automotive Autonomy
- **Brandon Jones** — Delivery with Drones
- **Jack Langelaans** — Dragonfly: Flying the NASA New Frontiers Mission on Titan
- **Kristine Larson** — GNSS and Weather Prediction
- **Jonathan Nichols** — Time Synchronization for Autonomous Driving
- **Brad Parkinson** — TBA
- **Tyler Reid** — Launching a Constellation of LEO Navigation Satellites
- **Nan Yu** — New Atomic Clocks for Space

Sponsors
- Lockheed Martin
- L3Harris
- Boeing

Web Site: [http://scpnt.stanford.edu](http://scpnt.stanford.edu)
Email: sherman.lo@stanford.edu
Phone: (650) 725-9175

Attendance is Free, but RSVP is Required